2009 Wind Maps: Fig.6-1a, Fig.6-1b and Fig.6-1c

**Figures:**
- **Fig.6-1a:** Basic wind speed in the Western Gulf of Mexico Hurricane coastline.
- **Fig.6-1b:** Basic wind speed in the Eastern Gulf of Mexico and Southeastern US Hurricane coastline.
- **Fig.6-1c:** Basic wind speed in the Mid-Atlantic Hurricane coastline.

**Notes:**
1. Values are nominal design 3-second gust wind speeds in miles per hour (mph) at 33 ft (10 m) above ground for Exposure C category.
2. Linear interpolation between wind contours is permitted.
3. Islands and coastal areas outside the last contour shall use the last wind speed contour of the coastal area.
4. Mountainous terrain, gorges, ocean promontories, and special wind regions shall be examined for unusual wind conditions.
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**Fig.6-1a:**
- Special Wind Region
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**Fig.6-1b:**
- Special Wind Region
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**Fig.6-1c:**
- Special Wind Region
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